
l ' ,  = a o, l l  x; ' l f  zl . 'e" '* ' '  (ro)
j=t ft.= I

h the case of perennial crops, equation (64)
should not be used directly as in the one period
nput-output relationship. There will be some
modification of the rnodel that normalize the
effect of foregone inptrts during the early
period in order to predict the behavior of
production for one specific time penod. All
output and inputs in the models are normalized

Model I; the dynarnic translog prodtrction flinction

by the output and rnput index productron
rvhich particularly computed for the perenrual
crops, in this case is rubber. The system can
capture the behavior of input during the early
periods and can be used as a direct system for
a particular tinie period of the study. The
normalized fonn of equation (6a) fo1 an output
and input indexes, Ki was analyzed into the
following models:

lnI  = oo*lra, lnX,+

lnn

+:t lB, , tnz,.>Harr^
L iat  k- l

+ 6,D, + (v, + u,)

;Z Z a, , ln x, ln x,+|  B, lnz,
t  t=r  J= I  ,= l

1ni l

lnZ,+: I I  T,olnX, lnZ,l . )?4, '^

-  i=1 j - r

( l  1)

where
r ln Y1 is the farm production norrnalized by individual value index of is from the unit subsample in ju age

year (()
. ln X1 is the quantity of input used normalized by Ki:

: number of days in a week farmer usually tap the rubber trees.
= average monthly number of laborers involved in tapping process
= quantity of fertilizer yearly applied by farmers (kgifarmlyear)
= quantity of herbicide used by farmer (liter/farm/year)
= quantity of stimulant used to coagulate latex (bottle/farm/year)
= number of times of weeding per lear

. ln 4 is the total fixed capital, normalized by K; consisting of:
EQIIIP = expenditure for equipment for tapping (rupialVyear/farm)
FSIZD = size of area owned by farmer for the rubber field (halfarm)
NTREE: number of rubber tree

TWEEK ,I

TPLAB
QFERT
QIIERB
QSTIM
NWEED

owned by farmer (tree/farm)
. cr.o is the logarithms of the intercept of the

production function.
. (vi 4 u) = €; r€pros€ntS random noise and

technical inefficiency, assumed to be
distributed normally with zero mean and
constant variance

. Di are variables for:
D1- = dummy variable for variety of seed
D2 = dummy variable for farmer in auction
market
D3 : dummy variable for topography
Da = dummy variable for member and sell of
product to cooperative
D5 : dummy variable for using cover crop
D6 = dummy variable for tapping method
D7 : dummy variable for type of output

To determine the factors affecting the
level of technical efficiency, the regression is used
with models as fcllows

6 = q + q(Fqr) + dr(M.c) + q(Wq fi + aa(Fsiz) + @ +u
(23)

where variable CHARj is the farmers'
characteristics, consisting of:
. FEXPR is number of year in rubber farming

ofhead household as a proxy for experience
. WEXPR is number of year involving in

rubber farming of rvife of head of household as
a proxy for experience

. FMSIZE represents the family size or number
of family member as a proxy for family labor
availability for more intensive monitoring.

. FEDUC is the education of head of
household, in terms of years schooling as a

j
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proxy for the abiliry to absorb and adopt a
better teclu.rolory

. ADULT refers to number of adults (13 years
and above) in the fanrily engaged in
agricnltnre and is presented by durnnty taking
valne I for households with two or nrore
adults engaged in agricnltr.rre.

. ddl is dummy variable for recontmended age
for tapping

. dd2 is dtunmy variable for peak yield of group
age I

. dd3 is durnmy variable for peak yield ofgroup
age 2

. dd4 is dumrny variable for peak yield of group
age 3

. dd5 is durnmy variable for variety

. dd6 is dummy variable for tapping method

. dd7 is dummy variable for topography

Step four: Analyses of the Comparative Mean
The statistical test was used to

compare the significant differences in indices
among type of farmers and group ages. The
t-test formula as (Lindgren, 1976) was

(r2)

Where the null hypothesis that 7, and V, are
not significantly different was rejected if t" > t -
table at certain levels ofsignificance

III RESTILTS AND DISCUSSION

The number of respondents is 310
farmers which are classified into the following:
50 are pure traditional farmers, 4'7 are partial
traditional farmers, 53 are PRPTE farmers, 5l
are NES -Durian Luncuk farmers, and 109 are
NES - Bajubang farmers.

3.1 The Estimation of Technical Efficiencv

Technical efficiurcy is cornputed by
applying equation (32) from the estimated
production frontier, with the assumption that u1
is a half normal distribution - the error terms
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berng attributed to technical inefficiency The
technical ineffrciency is obtained by deducting
the farm level technical efficiency from one.
The data on individual famr technical
efficiency level is presented in Appendix 6. The
drstribution of techrucal efficiency is presented
in Table 3.1

The technical efficiency levels of the
rubber farming vary and range from 48.7% -
i00.0%t for group age 1, 51.3% - 100 0 % for
group age 2, and 54.2% - 100.0% for group
age 3. The distribution of technical efficiencies
over an age period also change with the
frontier shifting down from lT famrs in gror"rp
age 1 to 14 farms in group age 2, thus
relatively low technical efficiency reached is
(< 70%). This continues to decline in group
age3 to become 12 farms. Other pharomenon,
the number of farrners achieving 100%
effrciantly decreases from 90 farms in group
age I to becbme 86 farms in group ageZ.
The average technical efficiancy tends to
increase across the time.'The average l.evel"of
technical efficiency in group age 1 is 87.80 ,
and continue to decrease to become 88.0%
and 88.6% in group age2 and 3, respectively.
The average technical effrciency in the sample
areas also varies over age period across the
types of farming practices as shown in
Appardix 10, 11, and 12 for the comparison of
technical efflrciency for differert villages.
The higfrest average technical effrciency
obtained in group 1, 2 arul 3 is the
performance of Merbau A with level of
technicai efficiency accounting for 93T0, 92oh,
and 92% respectively. The lowest is in
Penerokan with levels of technical efficiency of
5l%, 49% and 54oh for the three consecutive
age groups, respectively. It reflects also that
a!_iong different tlpes of fa-nling pra,ctices, the
level of technical effrciurcy achieved by the
partial traditional farmers is the lowest on
average term across the age groups with levels
of 860/o, 84o/o, and 87%, respectively. On the
other hand, the highest achievement of
technical efficiancy is by the farmers as the
plasma of NES-Bajubang and NES -Durian
Luncuk with level of 89o/o in group age l, and
2, and farmers of NES - Bajubang in group
age 3 with level of tectrrical efficiency of 90o/o.
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Table 3.1 The disrriburior.r of technical efhciency of nrbber farrri ing in Batang Hari regency, group age
1,2 and 3.

NUMER OF SAMPLE
RANGE OF TECHNIC.\L
EFFICIENCY T3T2t l

1t -  15
76-80
81-85
86-90
9l-95
96 -  100

t7
L)

JI

52
54
90

t2
21
35
l la
iT

38
66
91

l r l

22
l6
JR

5l
53
86

Mean of technical efficieucy (%)
Total respondents

87. B
310

88.0
310

BB.6
310

Other important charactenstics of the
perarnial crop, which is rubber in this specific
study, is that the classification of time penod is
based on the potential yeld. In group age l,
the potential yeld increases from 0.7 ton per
hectare per year at age 7 to 1.9 years, group
age 2 is at age 14 to 17 years with peak
potential yield of 2 ton/halyear, and group age
3 at age l8 to 30 years with declining potential
from 1.9 to as low as 0.3 tonlha/year.

The 100% efficiency in the first group
age means.that increasing production till age
13 brings about increasing income of the
farmers is wider gap between the actual yield
and the yield at frontier. With this condition,
farmers should improve and utilize the best
inputs and combinations of inputs in order to
explore unexploited yield to arnve at 100%
tedrnical effrciurcy. There are 14 farmers out
of 56 farmers (25 O%) in that range that
achieved full technical effrciency in group age
1, each group age 2 farmers (21 .2%) in group
age 2 and 3. In age group 2 (peak potartial
yeld), which is composing of 185 farmers, the
lowest average technical efficiency is 61.0%.
Within this range, there are 53 farmers
(28 6%) who are technically efficient in group
age l, 5l farmers (27.6%)

in group age 2, and 56 fanners (30.3%) n
group age 3. In group age 3, ll farmers
(34 4%) are technically effrcient at group age
l, 9 famrers (28.1%) in group age 2, and 14
farnrers (43.8%) in group age 3.

There can be different interpretations
with the annual or cash crops in this regard,
that the closer the farmers are to the frontier,
the bener they are because they may maintain
this kind of production process for the next
season. However, for the perennial crop, the
interpretation may be quite different. The
fanners in the group of older tree age who got
100% technical effrciency, with the potential
yield of 0.3 - 0.4 tonsftra/year may wam them
that they cannot improve their production
anymore because their crops have already
reached the frontier. They are fully effrcient
but the quantity of output is much lovrer
compared to the previous age group. On the
other hand, the farmers who are not yet at the
frontier may continue to increase production to
reach the optimum level. The farmers who are
technically effrcient should prep are themselves
to replant their farms or they should
rehabilitate their field with new crops because
their present crop will not improve their
income further.
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Table l . l Distribution of mean technical
regency, group age l, 2 and 3

efficiency according to rype of farmers in Batang Hari

PER]OD 'I-\?E OF FAR,MER

't'1 NES - tsajobaq
NES -Duriur Luncul
Putiill Tnxlition;rl
PRYIE
Pure Tndition:rl
Av$age T!

NES - Bajubdrg
NES -Duriim Luncuh
Pmiid Tradition:rl
PRPI!
Pure Traditional
AvqageT2

NES - tsajobarg

1.00
0.63
0.-J9
0.: l

0.66
0.69

0.E9
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.u0
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0.89
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

0-11
0.09
0. il.
0.  t0

0,1 I
0- l  I
0.09
0. t0
0- l0

0.1 I
0.06
0.1 I
0.09
0. l0

0_09
0.89 0. I  r
0.8-1
0.8?
0.88

0.88

0.r3 1.00
0.6.1
0.Jl
0.?3
0.61

0.69

0.09
0.89
0.86
0.87
0.8'7

0.8E

NES -Dudm Lucut
Putial Traditional
PRI'IE
Pute Traditiotal

0.13 1.00
0.61
0.-5.1
0.12
0.6J

0.69

0. l0
0. t9
0.E7
0.8?
0.90
0.39Avsrge T3

The most technically efficient farmers
among the different types of farming practlces
are those of NES - Bajubang with average
technical effrciencies of 88.9%, 89.6%, and
89.7% for group age 1, 2, and 3, respectively
(see Table 4.10). The lowest values of
technical efficiency are shown by partial
traditional farmers with averages of 85.3%,
86.0% and 86.60/0 in group age l, 2 and 3,
respectively. The movement of average
technical efficiency reached by farmers of both
nucleus systems and partial

Table 3.3

traditional farmers is similar, it decreases from
gloup age 1 to 2 and increases back from
group age 2 to 3. The movement of changes in
average technical efficiencies reached by
PRPTE and pure traditional farmers are
similar but different from the parlial traditional
farmers. The average technical' effrciency
continuously increases from group age I to
group ageZ and from 2 to 3. Surprisingly, the
average tedrnical e.ffciency reached by pure
traditional farmers is better than that of the
partial traditional farmers.

Technical efficiencv comparison among di.fferent types of farmers across age group in Batang Hari
regency

TYPE OF FARMER TE1 TE3

88.9
88.6
87.5
85.3
8'r.5

E9.6
88.7
87.3
86.0
86.4

89.7
88.8
8'7.6
86.6
89.8

NES. BJB
NES - DRI-
PRPTE
Partial Traditimal
hue Traditional

Average Total 87.8 88.7

3.2 The Deteminauts
Efficiencv

Gven the specific level of technology,
farmers vary in the level of achievement of
maximum potential yeld (frontier). The
difference in achievements in levels of tedrrical
effrciency depends upon the level of knowledge,
physical input, and human characteristics that
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influence directly or indirectly the production
process. Some research by scientists, i.e., Ali
and Flinn (1986), Pingali et al. (1990),
Kalirajan and Flinn (1991), Rola and
Alejandrino (1993), Parikh and Shah (1994),
have considered the support services and farmer
characteristics as the determinants that influence
the level oftechnical efficiency.

of Technical
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In this particular study, technical
efFrciency is assumed influenced by support
services' characteristics (tapping age,
reconrmended tapping age (ddl), potertial
peak yield (dd2, dd3, and dd4 for respective
age groups), vanety (dd5), tapping method
(dd6), and topography (dd7), and farmersr
characteristics (farmer education, farmer
experience, wife experience, family size and
number of adult children in the family).

The determinant of technical efhciency
for rubber farming is calculated using equation
(66) by ordinary least squared estimated
parameters. The estimated parameters of the
linear equation are presented in Table 4.11,
4.12, and 4.72 for consecutive period. The
results showed that farmer education as well as
farmer experience in rubber farming plays an
important role in achieving technical
efficiency. Both are highly significant from
zero at lYo to 5%. It means that the more
educated and experienced the farmer is in the
rubber farming the higher the levelmosfr
technical efficiency achieved.

Wife e4perience and family size do not
significantly influence the level of technical
efficiency, but ctrildren over 13 year olds in the
family become an important party that
influences efficiency because they are actually
the readily available t'amily labor to be
employed in rubber farming.

The age of tapping the rubber tree also
influences the tectrnical efficiency in group age
1, and 2 because by following the
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recomrnended tapping age, this will sustain the
tapping period and improve the level
achievement of technical effrciency. This
supporting characleristic is not significant rn
group age 3, maybe because the direct effect of
the begrnning of tapping is on the first period
and the second penod only.

Supporting characteristics (i.e.,
variety, tapping method, and topography) do
not significantly affect level of techmcal
efficiency. This may be because human
characteristics dominantly influence the
performance of rubber farming as well as are
dominant in the choice of the supportrng
characteristics.

The hypothesis that all farmer and
farm-sp ecifi c characteristics have signifi cant
effects on technical effrciency cannot be
satisfied. Some farmer dtaracteristrcs
satisfied the condition, i.e., farmer experience
in rubber farming, and farmer education, and
number of adults in the family, were found to
pLay*knportant roles in Cetermining the level
of technical efficiency achievement. The
wife's household experience and the family
size are not found to significantly determrne
the technical effrciency performance.

Among the farm-specific
characteristics, only tapping age is
significantly different from zero in
deterrnining the behavior of technical
efficiency obtained. Tapping method, variety
of seedling and topography are found not
dominant in influencing tedrnical effrciency.
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Table 3.4 Techuical efficiency determinant across age periods in Batartg Hari regency, for group age I

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO MEAN STD

Constant
FEDUC
FEXPR
WE)GR
FMSIZE
ADULT
TPAGE
ddl
dd2
dd5
dd6
dd7

6.6491
14.810
12.483
J.OO /  /

0.9871
16.026
0.6839
0. l 807
0.6161
0.7387
0.3323

2.5886
6.9901
6.6056
r .625 8
l .  I  986
1.1836
0.4651
0.3854
0.4871
0.4401
0.4718

0.8931 20.8890 'F* ' ' '
0.0083 3.8420 >*>**

0.0026 2.2130 **
0.0000 0.0330 ns

- 0.0074 - 1.4840 ns
0.0161 2.5280 **

_ 0.0056 - 3.2390 ***

- 0.0044 - 0.3600 ns
- 0.0242- 1.4230 ns
0.0026 0.1710 ns
0.0018 0.1 180 ns

- 0.0029- 0.2340 ns

R-Squared :  0.1249, F( l1,  298) :  3.8676
Note: *x*significant at lolo , **significant at syo, *significant at lUyo

Table 3.5 Technical efficiency determinant across age periods in Batang Hari regancy, for group age 2.

VARIABLE COEFFICIENT T-RATIO MEAN STD
Constant
FEDUC
FD(PR
WE)(PR
FMSIZE
ADULT
TPAGE
ddl
dd3
dd5
dd5
dd7

6.6497
14.8100
t2.4830
3.6677
0.9871

t6.0260
0.6839
0.5968
0.6161
0.7387
0.3323

2.5886
6.9907
6.6056
1.6258
1.1986
4.1836
0.4657
0.49t3
0.4871
0.4401
0.4718

0.8739 23.1460 **>t

0.0075 3.4730 ***

0.0026 2.1870 **

-  0.0001 -  0.0670 ns
- 0.0078 - 1.5490 ns

0.0170 2.6510 't ' , i :t
- 0.0042 - 2.glg0 x**

-  0.0008 -  0.0650ns
- 0.0150 -  1.1920 ns

0.0081 0.5120ns
0.0026 0.1720 ns

- 0.0004 - 0.036C ns

R-Squared = 0.1078, F( l1,298) 3.2373
Note: ***significant at lolo , **sigrificant at 5%, *significant at l0%o

Table 3.6 Technical effrcienry determinant across age periods in Batang Hari regency, for group age 3

COEFFICIENT T-RATIO MEAN STT)VARIABLE

L

Cmslmt
FEDUC
FE)(PR
WE)CR
FMSTZF
ADULT
TPAGE
ddr
dd4
dd)

dd6

dd7

0.8257 20.0600 ***
0.0078 3.6660 ***
0.0026 2.2930 **

- 0.0002 - 0.1330ns
- 0.0085 - 7.7220 *
0.0173 2.7410 ***

- 0.0019 - 0.8180 ns
- 0.0018 - 0..i'5q0 ns
0.0219 0.8650ns
0.0123 0.7880 ns

0.0064
0.0000

6.6497 2.5886
14.8100 6.9901
12.4830 6.6056
3.6677 1.6258
0.9871 1.1986

16.0260 4.4836
0.6839 0.4651
o.2194 0.4145
0.6161 0.4871
0.432Ons 0.7387
- 0.0010 ns 0.3323

R-Sqrtared = O.2793,
Ntte: ***signiticmt at lolo

F(1 1,298) = 2.7928

, **signilicmt at 5%, *sigeilient at l0%
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V. SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Summary and Conclusiorr
This study used the econometric

approach to measure technical efficiency and
technologrcal change in rubber famling in
Batang Han regency, Janrbi province in
Sumatra, lndonesia. The str"rdy consists of three
different steps. ,Slep one is the construction of
the lifaime matrix of the perennial crop. All
data on output and inputs are classified into
three groups based on tJre potartial yield of
rubber for each variay, as follows: (1) group
age I is the tree age range of 7 to 13 years with
potential yield ranging from 0.5 to 1.9 ton per
hectare, (2) group age 2, 14 to 77 years with
peak potential yield of 2 ton per hectare, and
(3) gronp age 3, 18 to 30 years with the
decreasing potential yield L8 to 0.3kgltree. The
liferime matrix preser$s all the three lifetime
data of output and inputs of rubber farming so
that it will provide the missing data in the early
period of plantation and the future data till the
end age of the tree.

Step two is the measurement of the
individual technical efficiency using the
modified stochastic translog production
frontier function. The individual tedrnical
efficiency levels achieved by rubber farmers
are varied in the range from 48.7 percent to
100.0 % for the group age l, 51.3 percerf to
100.0 % for the group age 2, and 54.2 percert
to 100.0 percent for the group age 3. The
number of fanners having 100% effrciency
decreases from 90 farms in group age I to
become 86 famrs in group age 2. The
performance of technical efficiency increases to
94 farmers in group age 3. Besides that, the
downward shifting of the frontier also indicates
that the closer the potential yeld to the actual
yield, and the lower the gap between the two,
the higher is the level of technical efficiurcy
obtained by the farmer.

The full effrciency achieved in group
age 2 is supposed to be hrgher because of the
possibility of havrng higher yield in this penod.
The declining of margrnal productivity of
inputs caused the decreased effrciency
obtained. One factor that contributed to the

decrease in efficiency rn traditional fanrters rs
the intensive tapping rveek which has the
lr-rghest negative elasticrty contpared to fan.ners
of nucleus systel.r.l rvith the highest in pure
tradrtional, follorved by partial traditional and
PRPTE. Other sources of inefficiency are
quantity of stimulant, number of tinies of
rveeding and fann size in partial and pure
traditronai fanrrers.

The level of technical efficiency rs
more detemrined by several famrer
characteristics such as fanler education,
famrer experience, number of adult children rn
the fanrily, but the experience of the wife as the
head of the household and famrly size are not
si gni fi cant deterninant of techru cal effi ci ency.

Among the supporting vanables, only
the age of tapping the rubber tree determines
the behavior of the techrucal efficiency in group
age I and 2, but others - vanety of seedling,
tapping method, and topography are not
significantly different from zero to affect level
of technical efficiency.

5.2. Policy Recomnrendations

1. Any program to help farmers to improve
productivrty should be focused more to
the farmers in category of group age 2
because there is around 11o/o to 15%
possibility of increasing output which
can help the farmers to exploit the peak
potential yield of their crops.

2. The farners in group age I should be
encouraged to practice appropnate
tapping methods in order not to exhaust
the yreld of the trees in the future.

3. Any atten-rpt to improve income of the
rubber farmers should focus on an effort
to increase their level of education and
experiences in rubber farming. Extension
and training services as another form of
education becomes a necessary condition
to improve the productivity of rubber
farmers.

4. Govemment policy should be pursued
toward the direction of changing the
behavior of farmers to tap at the
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recomlrended age of the trees and reduce
tl-re number of tapping days because
excessive tapping anwvay does not
improve the productivity but rather
decreases the econornic life of the tree.

5. Intensive farming systeut should focus on
better management and use of under-
utrlized inputs such as fertilizer and
cherrucals to certain limit recomrnended,
while the used of an over-utilized inputs
should be reduced.

6 lt is suggested that new high yielding
vaneties should replace the GTI variety
in order to get higher productivrty.

7. Local govemment or other related
institutions should encourage famrers to
practice inter-cropping system and rmxed
between rubber and renmant system as
an altemative income of the fanners both
in the early penod and the late penod of
rubber production.

Limitations of the study. There some
limitations remain in this study as the
following:
l. The study had all HYV for both farmers of

NES - Bajubang and NES - Durian Luncuk,
but it could not have all local vaneties for
traditional and PRPTE farmers.

2. It may be possible to have measurement
error in data gathering using interview,
since farmers have to recall their farms
input-output in the past and recent periods.
This error also occur because of
rnisunderstanding or misinterpretation of
question by the farmers during the
interview.

Based on those lin-ritation, tlus study
suggest for further research on technical
effrciancy and technological change through
individual model for each type of farmers. It
can be done by increasing number of sample
for traditional and PRPTE farmers. For the
long-term research, the study is also suggested
to measure the economic effrciency and the
complete decomposition of total factor
productivity for each type of rubber farming
systems in order to measure the detail
characteristics and the competitiveness of

Jurnal Manajemen dan Pentbangunan, Volume 9,

rubber fanning, partrcularly in $e area of tl-re
study
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